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Fail beautifully or how to learn 
from “failure”

Anne Maass, PhD
Nachwuchsgruppenleiterin
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01. März 2022 General Introduction

The Hippocampus – Plastic and Vulnerable
• The formation of long-term memories for new events critically relies on the
Hippocampus in the Medial Temporal Lobe
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Exercise related plasticity –The Hypothesis
• influence of aerobic exercise on neurovascular and structural 

hippocampal plasticity & related changes in  memory 
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Exercise Study in older adults
• intervention study with 40 elderly subjects (NT=21, NR=19)

Maass, Düzel, et al. (2015). Molecular Psychiatry

PRAE
Cardiological tests
Neuropsychology

7T /3T MRI
Blood samples

POST
Cardiological tests
Neuropsychology

7T/3T MRI
Blood samples

Intervention
3-months

Training: 3d/week
Relaxation: 2d/45min

Training Control
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Exercise Study in older adults
• Methods overview (pre /post intervention)

Exercise Study in older adults
• Potential for vascular plasticity preserved in old age.

Maass, Düzel, et al. (2015). Molecular Psychiatry
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Follow up study
• Animal models: key role of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), insulin-like growth 

factor-I (IGF-I) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in mediating exercise-

induced structural and functional changes in the hippocampus.

• platelet derived growth factor-C (PDGF-C) also shown to promote blood vessel growth and 

neuronal survival.

à Investigate relationships of peripheral growth factor levels with exercise-related 

changes in memory, hippocampal perfusion and volumes in older adults

Results  – Null results

• Growth factor levels were not significantly 
affected by exercise

• Growth factor levels changes were not related 
to changes in fitness or perfusion. 

~

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/brain-derived-neurotrophic-factor
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/somatomedin-c
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/platelet-derived-growth-factor-c
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Null results – a failure ?
• https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-019-0569-

the tendency of authors or 
journals to prioritize for 
publication positive findings

At Nature Human Behaviour, we welcome the submission of studies 
reporting null or negative findings, provided that they address
an important question of broad significance and are methodologically 
highly robust.

Results  – Null results – published in Neuroimage

Methodological shortcomings /discussion
• Previous studies in older humans also not consistent
• methodological limitations 

• Markers not measured in brain
• limitations of the ELISA kits/protocols used in this study 
• restriction to pre- and post-intervention measures

• low power of this study (0.7 and 0.6 to detect medium effects of exercise on 
fitness and GM perfusion) à type II error high

• ! future studies should consider the time course by assessing short-term and 
long-term measures of growth factors, higher sample size

The importance of null results

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-019-0569-7
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/elisa
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Some journal promote the publication of negative results

• Brain Communications (sister journal of Brain) 
publishes the following article types:

• Innovative, novel work within the scope of the 
journal
• Replication of important studies in the field 

including both direct replications of 
experiments and replications using different 
model systems
• Well-substantiated, important negative results
• Clinical trial reports

Take home

• Null results/negative findings are as worth to be published as 
positive ones (well powered, robust methods)

• Even null findings due to methodological limitations can be 
valuable

à important for other researcher to prevent failure 

• Poorly motivated or poorly executed research is not 
informative, regardless of the direction of the results.


